
 

 

  

The modern remote control of the lifestyle bed suite eMotion

28. February 2020 // Did you know? 

The suite eMotion from Stiegelmeyer is a dream bed – elegant, comfortable, versatile. To make full use of its
possibilities, a wireless remote control is available. Hubert Wenisch, our sales manager for lifestyle beds,
explains the effortless operation of this modern handset.
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Did you know?

The remote control is latched into a movable holder. This MotionGuide® nestles almost invisibly against the



bed frame when not in use. If it is tilted forward as shown in the picture, it already puts the remote control in a
comfortable position for use from the bed.

  

Did you know?

To remove the remote control from the MotionGuide®, simply pull it out of the holder by the lower half.

  

Did you know?

If your suite eMotion is a double bed, it has a separate remote control for each side of the bed. Of course,
you can also control the respectively other mattress base with these handsets. To switch back and forth
between the two sides of the bed, please press the "L/R" button. The remote control lights up and you can
now adjust the other side of the bed. A few seconds later, the remote control automatically returns to its
original side. If you keep the "L/R" button permanently pressed while operating any other adjustment button,
both mattresses will adjust in sync.

  

Did you know?

As one of the very few beds in its category, the suite eMotion masters the tilting of the entire bed frame. In
this way you can adjust a comfortable chair position. To tilt the bed frame forward, simply press the right
button in the third row (arrow pointing downwards). To bring the bed back into the horizontal position, press
the right button in the second row (arrow pointing upwards).



  

Did you know?

Do you have one or two favourite positions of the bed when reading or watching TV? Then simply save
them. First set your favourite position. Now press the memory button ("M") until the blue light underneath it
lights up. If you now press the buttons "1" or "2", the position is stored on the respective button and can be re-
established at any time by simply pressing "1" or "2".

  

Did you know?

The suite eMotion is optionally equipped with elegant reading lamps that move with the mattress base and
are therefore always in the right position. To switch the lamps on and off, please press the button with the
lamp symbol in the lower left corner.

https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/did-you-know/the-modern-remote-control-of-the-lifestyle-bed-suite-
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